
Evaluate
your

map's
content

Audience needs

What DO they need to know?
Add it
Appropriate location within the map?

What DON'T they need to know?
Relegate it to a less visible position

Topic note
Subtopic
Linked document
Sub-map

Eliminate it from the map

Do you have a strategy for differentiating or separating
essential vs. supporting information in your map?

What assumptions can you make about how much
they know about the topic of your mind map?

Overall focus of the map
Is the topic or focus of it clear and
unambiguous?

Are each of the main topics clear and unambiguous?

Completeness

Based on the needs of your audience

What's missing and needs to be added?

What is incomplete?

What looks like it doesn't belong?

What's superfluous and could be removed?

Analyze your map level by level
Top-level - do this first!
Lower levels of the map

Natural "flow" of topics
Clockwise, starting at the 12:00 position

Is there a logical progression from one
top-level topic to the next?

Action items

Have all of the tasks and assignments
been identified, prioritized and
appropriately tagged in your map?

What else needs to be prioritized or
otherwise flagged with an icon or symbol?

Relationships

What topics are related and should be
grouped together?

What topics are currently grouped
together, but 1 or more don't seem to fit
there?

Move to a different branch
Create a floating "undecided" branch as a
holding place for these topics

Map style

Angular vs. organic connector lines?

Radial vs. right/left/down facing map style

Color scheme - what makes sense based
on the map's subject?

Images/icons

What images does it make sense to include,
based upon the subject of your mind map?

Would the map be enhanced with a
central topic image?

What visuals would add meaning and
context to this mind map, or help people
visually "process" it more easily?

Does this map need a legend to explain
the meaning of the icons and symbols
you have used in it?

Should this map contain your brand name or logo?

Map background image
Does it conflict with the content of your mind map?

Does it print well in black and white? Test it!

Resources
What resources would be helpful to
include in this mind map?

Notes
Attachments

Hypertext links
E-mail message content

If your map is being shared with others, should it
contain your name and contact information?

Experiment with your mind map

When brainstorming topics for your map,
do a "brain dump"

Capture everything now
Organize and evaluate later

Keep the "flow" going
Don't self-sensor at this stage of map development

Try removing a first-level topic

Convert to a floating topic - don't delete it!
Does the map make more or less sense
with this topic gone?

Decide to keep it or eliminate it

The "white space" test

Imagine a topic existed "between" 2 of your
existing first-level topics. What would it cover?

Good tactic to generate new ideas
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